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Let K be a number eld of degree n. An element α ∈ K is called integral, if the minimal
polynomial of α has integer coecients. The set of all integral elements of K is denoted by
OK . We will prove several properties of this set, e.g. that OK is a ring and that it has an
integral basis. By using a fundamental theorem from algebraic number theory, Dirichlet's
Unit Theorem, we can study the unit group O×K , dened as the set of all invertible elements
of OK . We will prove Dirichlet's Unit Theorem and look at unit groups for the special case
of cubic number elds of type (1, 1). The structure of the unit group allows us to dene a
fundamental unit for this type of eld. We will study the relation between the discriminant
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1 Introduction
Throughout this paper, we will assume that K is a nite eld extension of the rational
numbers Q, a so called number eld. In Chapter 2, we will study these number elds. We
are mostly interested in the eld homomorphisms embedding K into the eld of complex
numbers C. It turns out that the number of distinct embeddings from K into C is the same
as the degree of the number eld K. Using these embeddings, we can dene a norm on K,
which will be useful for studying the unit group of K, which we will do in Chapter 3.
Another important denition we will look at is the set of integral elements of K, denoted by
OK . We will prove that OK is a ring and will look at several properties of this ring. It turns
out that every element of OK can be uniquely written as a Z-linear combination of nitely
many elements of OK .
In Chapter 3, we will study a fundamental result from algebraic number theory: Dirichlet's
Unit Theorem. With this theorem, we will be able to understand the structure of the unit
group O×K = {α ∈ OK \ {0}|α−1 ∈ OK}. It turns out that for a xed K, there is a nite
number of elements in O×K , such that we can uniquely express every other element in O
×
K
with these nite elements. We will prove Dirichlet's Unit Theorem in Chapter 3, using re-
sults about the ideal class group of K and about ideals in OK in general.
In Chapter 4, we will take a closer look at the special case of cubic eld extensions. We will
use SageMath to nd unit groups of these cubic elds. We will also look at the relation be-





A number eld is a nite eld extension K of the eld of the rational numbers Q. The degree
of K is the dimension
[K : Q] := dimQK.
Let K be a xed number eld of degree n. For any element α ∈ K there is a Q-linear
relation between the rst n+1 powers of α, i.e. there exists rational numbers a0, a1, . . . , an ∈
Q not all zero such that
a0 + a1α + · · ·+ anαn = 0. (1)
In other words, α is a root in K of the nonzero polynomial a0 + a1x+ · · ·+ anxn ∈ Q[x]. We
say that α is algebraic over Q.
Consider the ring homomorphism
φα : Q[x]→ K, g 7→ g(α)
Then the kernel of φα,
I := {f ∈ Q[x]|f(α) = 0} ⊂ Q[x]
is an ideal. Since Q[x] is an euclidean domain, it is also a PID. It follows that I = (mα) for
a nonzero polynomial mα. We can assume that mα is monic, i.e. mα = b0 + b1x + · · · + xd.
This condition determines mα uniquely.
Denition 2.2
The monic polynomial mα just dened is called the minimal polynomial of α. Its degree
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d = deg(mα) is called the degree of α over Q.
By the division algorithm, we have that
f(α) = 0⇔ mα|f (2)
for all f ∈ Q[x].
Proposition 2.3
Let K be a number eld of degree n and let α ∈ K. Let Q[α] denote the smallest subring of
K containing α. Then Q[α] is a subeld of K with [Q[α] : Q] = degQ(α).
Theorem 2.4
Let K be a number eld. Then there exists an element α ∈ K such that K = Q[α].
An element α ∈ K with K = Q[α] is called a primitive element or a generator of the
number eld K.
Proof. See for example [Art11, Chapter 14,4].
We can also think of number elds as subelds of the complex numbers:
Corollary 2.5
Let K be a number eld of degree n. Then there are exactly n distinct eld homomorphisms
σ1, . . . , σn : K ↪→ C
embedding K into the eld of complex numbers.
Proof. Let α ∈ K be a primitive element for K. Over C, the minimal polynomial mα






with αi ∈ C. Since mα is irreducible over Q, the roots αi are pairwise distinct.
For i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we dene pairwise distinct homomorphisms as follows:
σi : K → C, f(α) 7→ f(αi).
This is well denied by (2) and since mα(αi) = 0.
Conversely, let σ : K → C be a eld homomorphism. Then
mα(σ(α)) = σ(mα(α)) = 0.
It follows that σ(α) = αi for some i and hence σ = σi.
Remark 2.6
Let K be a number eld of degree n and let σ : K ↪→ C be an embedding into C. If we
compose σ with the complex conjugation z 7→ z̄, we obtain another embedding σ̄ : K ↪→ C.
We see that σ̄ = σ ⇔ σ(K) ⊂ R. In this case we call σ a real embedding. Otherwise, we call
{σ, σ̄} a pair of complex conjugate embeddings.
After we change the order of the embeddings from Corollary 2.5, we may assume that
σ1, . . . , σr : K ↪→ R
are all the real embeddings and that
{σr+2i−1, σr+2i}, i = 1, . . . , s
are all the pairs of complex conjugate embeddings.
We have that n = r + 2s.
Denition 2.7
The pair (r, s) from above is called the type of the number eld K.
Denition 2.8
Let K be a number eld of degree n and let σ1, . . . , σn : K ↪→ C be the n distinct embeddings
4










the trace of α.
Lemma 2.9
Let K be a number eld of degree n and let α ∈ K. Let f = a0 + a1x + · · · + xm be the
minimal polynomial of α. Then




Proof. See [NS13, Chapter 1, 2].
Denition 2.10
Let K be a number eld of degree n. An element α ∈ K is called integral, if the minimal
polynomial of α has integer coecients, i.e. mα ∈ Z[x].
We let OK ⊂ K be the set of all integral elements of K.
Denition 2.11
A Z-submodule M ⊂ K is a subgroup of the additive group (K,+).
It is called nitely generated if there exist elements β1, . . . , βk ∈ K such that





Let α ∈ K. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) α ∈ OK
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(ii) There exists a monic polynomial f = a0 + a1x+ · · ·+ xk ∈ Z[x] such that f(α) = 0
(iii) There exists a nitely generated Z-submodule M ⊂ K such that αM ⊂M
Proof. The implication (i)⇒ (ii) is true by denition of OK . Conversely, let f = a0 + a1x+
· · ·+xk ∈ Z[x] with f(α) = 0. By (2), we know that mα|f in Q[x]. By the Lemma of Gauss,
we know that mα ∈ Z[x] has integral coecients as well. This proves (ii)⇒(i).
Next, assume that (ii) holds. Dene
M := 〈1, α, . . . , αk−1〉Z ⊂ K.
Then, we have that
ααi =
{
αi+1 ∈M, i < k − 1
αk = −a0 − a1α− · · · − ak−1αk−1 ∈M, i = k − 1
for i = 0, . . . , k − 1. Therefore, αM ⊂M .
Conversely, let M = 〈β1, . . . , βk〉Z ⊂ K be a nitely generated Z-submodule with αM ⊂M .





for some integers ai,j ∈ Z. Then, the vector β := (β1, . . . , βk)t ∈ Kk is an eigenvector of
the matrix A := (ai,j). It follows that f(α) = 0, where f = det(A − xIn) ∈ Z[x] is the
characteristic polynomial of A. Since f is monic and integral, (ii) holds.
Remark 2.13
For α ∈ K we denote by Z[α] the smallest subring of K containg α. Then as a Z-submodule
of K, Z[α] is generated by the powers of α:
Z[α] = 〈1, α, α2, . . . 〉Z




The subset OK ⊂ K is a subring.
Proof. Let α, β ∈ OK . We have to show that α± β ∈ OK and that αβ ∈ OK .
Let Z[α, β] ⊂ K be the smallest subring of K containing α and β. As a Z- submodule of
K, Z[α, β] is generated by the monomials αiβj, i, j ≥ 0. By the argument in the proof of
Theorem 2.12, we have that
Z[α, β] = Z[α] + βZ[α] + · · ·+ βk−1Z[α] (3)
for some k ∈ N. Again, by Theorem 2.12, we know that Z[α] is a nitely generated Z-
submodule. By (3), we see that Z[α, β] is also a nitely generated Z-submodule.
Then, we have that
(α± β) · Z[α, β] ⊂ Z[α, β] and αβ · Z[α, β] ⊂ Z[α, β].
Therefore, Theorem 2.12 shows that α± β ∈ OK and αβ ∈ OK .
Remark 2.15
For any element α ∈ K there exists a nonzero integer r ∈ Z such that rα ∈ OK :
By (1), we know that there exist elements a0, a1, . . . , an ∈ Q such that a0 +a1α+· · ·+anαn =
0. By multiplying by the lcm of the denominators of ai =
ri
qi
, we can assume that a′n = r ∈ Z.
We set a′i := ai · lcm(q1, . . . , qn) for i = 0, . . . , n− 1. Then, if we multiply the new equation
a′0 + a
′
1α + · · ·+ rαn = 0
by rn−1, we get that
a′0r
n−1 + a′1r
n−1α + · · ·+ r · rn−1αn = 0
Rewriting this yields that
a′0r
n−1 + a′1r
n−2(r · α) + · · ·+ (r · α)n = 0
7
Therefore, rα is integral, i.e. rα ∈ OK .
Next, we need two denitions to dene the discriminant of a xed number eld K, which
we will need later.
Denition 2.16
An additive subgroup M ⊂ K is called a lattice if there exists a Q-basis (β1, . . . , βn) of K
such that
M = 〈β1, . . . , βn〉Z.
We call the tuple β := (β1, . . . , βn) an integral basis of M .
Example 2.17
Let D ∈ Z be a nonzero, squarefree integer. Then K := Q[
√
D] is a quadratic number eld,
i.e. a number eld of degree 2. In this example, we determine the ring of integral elements
OK . An arbitrary element α ∈ K is of the form α = a + b
√
D for a, b ∈ Q. We have that
α ∈ Q if and only if b = 0. Since OK ∩Q = Z, we may assume b 6= 0.
Let τ : K → K be the unique nontrivial automorphism of K.
The minimal polynomial of α is
mα = (x− α)(x− τ(α)) = x2 − 2ax+ (a2 −Db2).
Therefore, α ∈ OK ⇔ 2a ∈ Z, a2 −Db2 ∈ Z. We look at 3 dierent cases:
(i) D ≡ 1 mod 4:
Since 2a ∈ Z, we have that a = r
2
for some r ∈ Z. We also have that a2 − Db2 ∈ Z.
One can show that this implies that b = s
2
for some s ∈ Z. Rewriting yields that




, which implies that r2 −Ds2 ≡ 0 mod 4. Since D ≡ 1 mod 4, it
follows that r ≡ s mod 2, i.e. r = s+ 2t for some t ∈ Z.















(ii) D ≡ 2 mod 4:
Using the same arguments as in (i), we nd that r2 +2s2 ≡ 0 mod 4. The only possible
solution to this congruence is (r, s) ≡ (0, 0) mod 4, which implies that a, b ∈ Z. So in
this case, OK = Z[
√
D].
(iii) D ≡ 3 mod 4:
Here, we nd that r2 + s2 ≡ 0 mod 4, which again only has the solution (r, s) ≡ (0, 0)
mod 4. Again, OK = Z[
√
D] in this case.
Denition 2.18
Let M ⊂ K be a lattice with integral basis β := (β1, . . . , βn). Then we dene the rational
number
d(β) := det(TK/Q(βiβj))i,j ∈ Q.
In the following Lemma 2.19, we will show that this number only depends on the lattice M ,
not on the basis β.
Therefore, we dene d(M) := d(β) to be the discriminant of M .
Lemma 2.19
Let M ′ ⊂ K be another lattice with integral basis β′ = (β′1, . . . , β′n).
(i) If T ∈ GLn(Q) is the change of base matrix from β to β′, i.e. β · T = β′, then
d(β′) = det(T )2 · d(β).
(ii) If M = M ′, then d(β) = d(β′).
(iii) d(β) 6= 0 and if M ⊂ OK , then d(β) ∈ Z is an integer.
Proof. Let σ1, . . . , σn : K ↪→ C be the n distinct embeddings of K into C and dene
S :=
σ1(β1) . . . σ1(βn)... ...
























By denition, we have that
d(β) = det(S)2. (4)
Let T = (ai,j) ∈ GLn(Q) be the change of base matrix from β to β′, where β′ = (β′1, . . . , β′n).
Then,
S ′ := (σi(β
′
j))i,j = S · T.
By (4), we have
d(β′) = det(S ′)2 = det(ST )2 = det(T )2 · det(S)2 = det(T )2 · d(β),
which proves (i).
Next, assume that M = 〈β1, . . . , βn〉Z = 〈β′1, . . . , β′n〉Z = M ′. Then, the coecients ai,j of
the base change matrix T are integers. Moreover, the coecients of T−1 are also integers.
Therefore, det(T )2 = 1, so (ii) follows directly from (i).
By (i), it suces to show (iii) for one particular Q-basis of K. Let α be a primitive element
of K. By Remark 2.13, β := (1, α, . . . , αn−1) is a Q-basis of K. In the proof of Corollary
2.5, we have seen that αi := σi(α), i = 1, . . . , n, are the n complex roots of the minimal





























(αi − αj)2 6= 0.
If M ⊂ OK , we have that the minimal polynomial of each βi has integer coecients. This
implies that each βiβj ∈ Q is an algebraic integer. But then d(β) = det(TK/Q(βiβj))i,j ∈ Q
is an algebraic integer, i.e. d(β) ∈ Z, which completes the proof of this lemma.
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Theorem 2.20
Let K be a number eld of degree n. Then the ring of integers OK is a free Z-module of
rank n. This means there exist elements α1, . . . , αn ∈ OK such that every element α ∈ OK




aiαi, with ai ∈ Z.
Proof. Let (β1, . . . , βn) be a Q-basis of K. After replacing βi by miβi for a suitable integer
mi ∈ Z, we may assume that βi ∈ OK (see Remark 2.15). Then, M := 〈β1, . . . , βn〉Z ⊂ OK .
Next, we show that
OK ⊂ d(M)−1M. (5)
Let α ∈ OK . We can write α as a linear combination of the βi's:
α = a1β1 + · · ·+ anβn, ai ∈ Q.
To prove (5), we need to show that d(M)ai ∈ Z, for i = 1, . . . , n. Set




for i = 1, . . . , n. In matrix notation, this means thatc1...
cn
 = S ·
a1...
an
 , with S := (TK/Q(βiβj))i,j. (6)
By denition of the discriminant, we have that d(M) = det(S). By Cramer's rule, it follows
that
S−1 = d(M)−1 · S∗,
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where S∗ is the adjoint matrix of S. Multiplying this to (6), we obtaina1...
an




Since the trace of an integral element is integral, the coecients ci as well as the entries of
the matrix S∗ are integers. By (7), ai ∈ d(M)−1Z, which proves (5). With (5), we now know
that OK is contained in the lattice d(M)−1M . This means that OK is a Z-submodule of
a free Z-module of rank n. This implies that OK is a free Z-module of rank m ≤ n. (For
a proof, see e.g. [Art11, Theorem 14.4.11]). But by our choice of M , we also have that
M ⊂ OK . Using the same result again yields m = n, which proves the theorem.
Denition 2.21
A tuple (α1, . . . , αn) as in Theorem 2.20 is called an integral basis of K.
Example 2.22
Let D ∈ Z be a nonzero, squarefree integer and let K := Q[
√








], D ≡ 1 mod 4
Z[
√
D], D ≡ 2, 3 mod 4
This yields the following result:




) is an integral basis of K.
(ii) If D ≡ 2, 3 mod 4, then (1,
√
D) is an integral basis of K.
Since OK ⊂ K is a lattice, we can also dene:
Denition 2.23




Let D ∈ Z be squarefree and let K := Q[
√





is a lattice contained in OK .









































3 Dirichlet's Unit Theorem
In this Chapter, we study the unit group of a number eld K. The goal for this Chapter is
to prove Dirichlet's Unit Theorem and to look at some examples.
Denition 3.1
Let K be a number eld. The unit group O×K is dened as:
O×K = {α ∈ OK \ {0}|α
−1 ∈ OK}.
Lemma 3.2
We have O×K = {α ∈ OK |NK/Q(α) = ±1}.
Proof. Let σ1, . . . , σn : K ↪→ C be the distinct embeddings of K into C. Without loss of





σi(α) ∈ Z (8)
for all α ∈ OK .
Now let α ∈ O×K be a unit. Using the multiplicativity of the norm, we get that
1 = NK/Q(1) = NK/Q(α) ·NK/Q(α−1),
where both factors on the right hand side are integers. It follows that NK/Q(α) = ±1.
Conversely, assume that NK/Q(α) = ±1. Using (8) again shows that
α−1 = σ1(α
−1) = ±σ2(α) . . . σn(α)
is a product of algebraic integers. We conclude that each σi(α) ∈ OL for the number eld
L := Q[σ1(α), . . . , σn(α)] and therefore α−1 ∈ OL. It follows that α−1 ∈ OL ∩K = OK , so
α ∈ O×K is a unit.
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Denition 3.3
Let K be a number eld of degree n. Then we dene the set of roots of unity contained in
K as
µ(K) := {ζ ∈ K|∃k ∈ N : ζk = 1}.
Remark 3.4
Clearly, µ(K) is a subgroup of K×. Moreover, we note that µ(K) ⊂ OK , since for every root
of unity ζ ∈ µ(K), we have that ζk − 1 = 0 for some k ∈ N. It follows that µ(K) ⊂ O×K is a
subgroup of the unit group. In fact,
µ(K) = (O×K)tor
is the torsion subgroup of O×K , i.e. the subgroup consisting of all elements of O
×
K that have
nite order. Therefore, the quotient group
EK := O×K/µ(K)
is torsion free, i.e. it has no element of nite order except the identity.
Theorem 3.5 (Dirichlet's Unit Theorem)
Let K be a number eld of type (r, s). Then
(i) The group µ(K) is nite and cyclic.
(ii) EK = O×K/µ(K) is a free abelian group of rank r + s− 1.
We can rephrase the statement of this theorem in the following way: Let t := r+s−1. Then
there exist units ε1, . . . , εt ∈ O×K such that every unit α ∈ O
×
K has a unique representation
of the form
α = ζ · εk11 . . . εktt ,
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with ζ ∈ µ(K) and ki ∈ Z.
Denition 3.6
The tuple (ε1, . . . , εt) from Theorem 3.5 is called fundamental system of units.
Before we can prove Dirichlet's Unit Theorem, we have to prove some Lemmas rst. Also,
we need the following two denitions:
Denition 3.7
Let V be a real vector space of dimension n. A lattice in V is a subgroup Γ ⊂ V of the form
Γ = 〈v1, . . . , vm〉Z,
with m linearly independent vectors v1, . . . , vm. The tuple (v1, . . . , vm) is called a basis of
the lattice Γ. We set
P := {x1v1 + · · ·+ xmvm|xi ∈ R, 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1} ⊂ V.
P is called the fundamental domain of Γ with respect to the basis (v1, . . . , vm).
If n = m, the lattice Γ is called complete.
Denition 3.8
Let (V, d) be a metric space. A subset S ⊂ V is called discrete if for all x ∈ S there exists a
δ > 0 such that d(x, y) > δ for all y ∈ S \ {x}.
Proposition 3.9
Let Γ ⊂ V be a subgroup of a real vector space of dimension n. Then:
(i) Γ is a lattice if and only if it is a discrete subset of V .
(ii) Let Γ be a lattice with basis (v1, . . . , vm). Let P be the fundamental domain of Γ with
respect to this basis. Then Γ is a complete lattice if and only if V is the disjoint union
16





Proof. See e.g. [NS13, Theorem I.4.2 and I.4.3].
Remark 3.10
Let (V, 〈·, ·〉) be an euclidean vector space of dimension n. Let v1, . . . , vn ∈ V and Γ :=
〈v1, . . . , vn〉Z ⊂ V . Then, we let
A := (〈vi, vj〉)i,j .
A is called the Gram matrix of (v1, . . . , vn). By denition, Γ is a complete lattice if and only
if n = m. By [Fis13, Theorem 5.4.10], this is the case if and only if det(A) > 0. Moreover,




is the volume of the fundamental domain P with respect to the basis (v1, . . . , vn). This only
depends on the lattice Γ, not on the basis (v1, . . . , vn). To see that, let (v
′
1, . . . , v
′
n) be another

















Let (V, 〈·, ·〉) be an euclidean vector space of dimension n and let Γ ⊂ V be a complete
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lattice. Let (v1, . . . , vn) be a basis for Γ with corresponding fundamental domain P . Then
vol(Γ) := vol(P ) > 0
is called the covolume of the lattice Γ. Note that this is well dened by the previous Remark.
Denition 3.12
Let K be a number eld of degree n. Let σ1, . . . , σn : K ↪→ C be the n distinct embeddings
of K into C. Let (r, s) be the type of K. As in Remark 2.6 ,we may assume that the rst r
embeddings σ1, . . . , σr : K ↪→ R are real embeddings and that {σr+2i−1, σr+2i}, i = 1, . . . , s
are pairs of complex conjugate embeddings.
In the situation above, the real vector space
KR := {(zk) ∈ Cn|z1, . . . , zr ∈ R, z̄r+2i−1 = zr+2i, i = 1, . . . , s}
is called the Minkowski space of K.
Remark 3.13
We note that KR is a real vector space of dimension r + 2s = n, but it is not a complex
vector space. There is a Q- linear embedding
j : K ↪→ KR, α 7→ (σ1(α), . . . , σn(α)).












In particular, 〈·, ·〉 : KR × KR → R is indeed a symmetric and positive denite R-bilinear
form, i.e. (KR, 〈·, ·〉) is an euclidean vector space.
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Lemma 3.14
Let β = (β1, . . . , βn) be a Q-basis on K and let M := 〈β1, . . . , βn〉 be the lattice spanned by






A := (〈j(βi), j(βj)〉)i,j
be the Gram matrix of j(β1), . . . , j(βn). By Remark 3.10, we have to show that det(A) > 0
and that det(A) = |d(M)| to nish the proof of the lemma. By Lemma 2.19 (iii), we know





for all i, j. In matrix notation, this means that
A = S̄tS, where S := (σi(βj))i,j
Using (4), we conclude that
det(A) = |det(S)|2 = |d(M)|,
which completes the proof.
Corollary 3.15
The subgroup j(OK) ⊂ KR is a complete lattice with covolume vol(j(OK)) =
√
|dK |.
Next, we look at two examples of the Minkowski space of quadratic number elds:
Example 3.16
Let D > 0 be a squarefree integer and let K := Q[
√
−D] denote the corresponding imaginary












The Minkowski space of K is the real vector space
KR = {(z1, z2) ∈ C2|z̄1 = z2}
with the scalar product
〈z, w〉 = z̄1w1 + z̄2w2 = z̄1w1 + z1w̄1 = 2R(z̄1w1),




If we identify KR with C (considered as a real vector space) via the projection:
KR ∼= C, (z1, z2) 7→ z1,
the embedding j : K → KR is identied with the embedding σ1 : K ↪→ C.
Example 3.17
Let D > 0 be a squarefree integer and let K := Q[
√
D] denote the corresponding real
quadratic number eld. Let τ : K → K,α 7→ α′ be the unique nontrivial automorphism of




D. The Minkowski space of K is KR = R2 and the embedding of
K into KR is given by
j : K ↪→ KR = R2, α 7→ (α, α′).
The Minkowski norm on KR = R2 is the euclidean norm.
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Proof of Dirichlet's Unit Theorem.
Let K be a number eld of degree n and type (r, s). Let σ1, . . . , σn : K ↪→ C be the n distinct
embeddings of K into C. Again, we assume that σ1, . . . , σr : K ↪→ R are real embeddings
and that {σr+2i−1, σr+2i}, i = 1, . . . , s are pairs of complex conjugate embeddings. Let
KR = {(zk) ∈ Cn|z1, . . . , zr ∈ R, z̄r+2i−1 = zr+2i, i = 1, . . . , s}
be the Minkowski space of K. We let
j : K ↪→ KR, α 7→ (σ1(α), . . . , σn(α))
be the Q-linear embedding from K into KR as in Remark 3.13. From Corollary 3.15, we
know that j(OK) ⊂ KR is a complete lattice with covolume vol(j(OK)) =
√
|dK |. We dene
K×R := {(zi) ∈ KR|zi 6= 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , n},




We note that K×R is an abelian group with respect to componentwise multiplication and
S ⊂ K×R is a subgroup. We also have that the restriction of j to K× is an injective group
homomorphism j : K× ↪→ K×R . From Lemma 3.2, it follows directly that
j(O×K) = j(OK) ∩ S.
Using (8), we see that for α ∈ K, j(α) ∈ S if and only if |NK/Q(α)| = 1. Next, we dene the
logarithmic space
L := {(xi) ∈ Rn|xr+2i−1 = xr+2i for i = 1, . . . , s}
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and the logarithmic map
l : K×R → L, (zi) 7→ (log(|zi|)).
We note that L is a real vector space of dimension r+s and that l is a group homomorphism,
which turns multiplication into addition. If we also dene




we see that the image of S ⊂ K×R under the logarithmic map l is a subset of H. We note
that H is a real vector space of dimension r + s− 1.
The following commutative diagram of abelian groups shows the introduced notation:
The three vertical maps in this diagram are inclusion maps. For the proof of Dirichlet's
Unit Theorem, we are mostly interested in the maps
λ := l ◦ j|O×K : O
×
K → H and l|S : S → H.
We note that λ is a group homomorphism and that l|S is a surjective map, since the logarithm
log : R>0 → R is surjective.
The following Lemma proves part (i) of Dirichlet's Unit Theorem:
Lemma 3.18
In the situation above, ker(λ) = µ(K) and this group is nite and cyclic.
Proof. Let ζ ∈ µ(K) be a root of unity. Then, ζi := σi(ζ) ∈ C is also a root of unity, which
means that |ζi| = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n. We get that λ(ζ) = (log(|ζi|)) = 0, so ζ ∈ ker(λ).
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Conversely, let α ∈ ker(λ), i.e. |σi(α)| = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n. This implies that j(ker(λ)) is
contained in the compact subgroup
(S1)n := {(zi) ∈ KR
∣∣|zi| = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n}.
Since j(ker(λ)) is also a subset of the discrete set j(OK) ⊂ KR, it follows that ker(λ) is
nite. This implies that every element of ker(λ) has nite order, so by denition, we have
that ker(λ) ⊂ µ(K). So we did prove that ker(λ) = µ(K) and that this group is nite. To
see that it is a cyclic group, we can use the fact that every nite subgroup of K× is cyclic
(for a proof, see e.g. [Wei95, Chapter 1, Lemma 1]).
Next, we dene
Λ := λ(O×K) ⊂ H.
Λ is a subgroup of H. By Lemma 3.18 and the rst isomorphism theorem, Λ is isomorphic
to the quotient group EK := O×K/µ(K). To prove part (ii) of Dirichlet's Unit Theorem, we
will show that Λ is a free abelian group of rank r + s− 1. To see that, we will prove that Λ
is a complete lattice in the real vector space H. By construction, dimRH = r+ s− 1, which
then implies that Λ ∼= EK is a free abelian group of rank r + s− 1.
Lemma 3.19
Λ ⊂ H is a discrete subgroup.
Proof. To prove this Lemma, we see Λ as a subgroup of the vector space L containing H.
Then, the set
U := {(xi) ∈ L
∣∣|xi| ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n}
is a neighborhood of 0 ∈ L. The preimage of U under the logarithmic map l is given by
W := l−1(U) = {(zi) ∈ KR
∣∣e−1 ≤ |z1| ≤ e}.
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Clearly, W is a compact subset of KR. We have seen that j(OK) ⊂ KR is a lattice. By
Proposition 3.9(i), this implies that j(OK) is a discrete subset. Therefore, W ∩ j(OK) is a
nite set. Then, U ∩Λ is a nite set too. We conclude that Λ ⊂ L is a discrete subgroup.
Remark 3.20
We note that by Proposition 3.9 (i), the previous lemma implies that Λ ⊂ H is a lattice.
Therefore, EK = OK/µ(K) is a free abelian group of rank ≤ r+ s−1. We still have to show
that this lattice is complete. For this part of the proof, we will need some theory on ideals
in OK and the so called class group of a number eld, which we will provide without proof.
A good reference for this theory is [NS13, Chapter I].
Lemma 3.21
(i) OK is a noetherian ring, i.e. for every ideal a ⊂ OK there exist α1, . . . , αn ∈ a such
that a = (α1, . . . , αn).
(ii) For any ideal a ⊂ OK , the quotient ring OK/a is nite.
Proof. See [NS13, Theorem I.3.1].
With this Lemma, the following is well dened:
Denition 3.22
Let a ⊂ OK be an ideal. The norm of a is dened as
N(a) := |OK/a| ∈ N.
The following Lemma provides a useful way to determine the norm of a principal ideal in
OK :
Lemma 3.23
Let α ∈ OK , α 6= 0. Then,
N((α)) = |NK/Q(α)|.
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Proof. See [NS13, Chapter I.6].
Denition 3.24
A fractional ideal of K is a nitely generated OK-submodule a ⊂ K, with a 6= {0}, i.e.






for α1, . . . , αm ∈ K×.
Lemma 3.25
Let a ⊂ K be a fractional ideal. Then
a−1 := {β ∈ K|β · a ⊂ OK}
is also a fractional ideal and a · a−1 = OK .
Proof. See [NS13, Lemma I.3.5].
Denition 3.26
Let JK be the set of fractional ideals of K. The previous Lemma shows that JK is an abelian
group with respect to multiplication. JK is called the ideal group of K. If we dene PK as
the set of all principal fractional ideals, PK ⊂ JK is a subgroup.
The ideal class group of K is dened as
ClK := JK/PK
Theorem 3.27







Then, every ideal class in ClK is represented by an integral ideal a ⊂ OK with N(a) ≤ CK
and the class group ClK is nite.
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Proof. See e.g. [NS13, Lemma I.6.2 and Theorem I.6.3].
Denition 3.28
The order hK := |ClK | is called the class number of K.
Theorem 3.29 (Minkowski's Theorem)
Let (V, 〈·, ·, 〉) be an euclidean vector space of dimension n and Γ ⊂ V be a complete lattice.
Let X ⊂ V be a nonempty set with
(i) X is symmetric, i.e. −X = X,
(ii) X is convex,
(iii) vol(X) > 2n vol(Γ).
Then, X ∩ Γ contains a nonzero vector.
Proof. See for example [NS13, Theorem I.4.4].
Lemma 3.30
Let K be a number eld and C > 0 be a constant. Then, there exist only nitely many
ideals a ⊂ OK with N((a)) ≤ C.
Proof. See [NS13, Lemma I.7.2].
We will use these results to nish the proof of Dirichlet's Unit Theorem:
Lemma 3.31










and let S = {(yi) ∈ K×R |
∏n
i=1 |yi| = 1}. Then, for all y = (yi) ∈ S, there exists an element
α ∈ OK \ {0} such that







Proof. Let X := {(zi) ∈ KR
∣∣|zi| < ci for i = 1, . . . , n}. This is a convex and symmetric
subset of KR and by [NS13, Lemma III.2.15], we have that
vol(X) = 2r+sπsC > 2n
√
|dK | = 2nvol(j(OK)).
This means we can apply Minkowski's Theorem 3.29 to X.
Also, for any (yi) ∈ S, we can consider the set
y ·X = {(zi) ∈ KR
∣∣|zi| < |yi|ci for i = 1, . . . , n}.
Since
∏n
i=1 |yi|ci = C, we have that vol(y · X) = vol(X). By [NS13, Theorem I.5.3], there
exists α ∈ OK\{0} such that j(α) ∈ y·X. This means that |σi(α)| ≤ |yi|ci for all i = 1, . . . , n,
which completes the proof of this lemma.
We note that by Lemma 3.30, there are nitely many ideals a ⊂ OK with N(a) < C. Let
(α1), . . . , (αN) be all nonzero principal ideals with this property. By Lemma 3.23, αj 6= 0
and |NK/Q(αj)| < C for j = 1, . . . , N . Also, we note that for any α ∈ OK \ {0}, there exists
j ∈ {1, . . . , N} such that (α) = (αj).
Lemma 3.32
In the setting from above, we let











j(ε) · T (9)
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Proof. T is bounded as a nite union of bounded subsets of S. By denition, we also have
that j(ε) ∈ S for all ε ∈ O×K , which implies that⋃
ε∈O×K
j(ε) · T ⊂ S.
To show the other inclusion, we let y = (yi) ∈ S be arbitrary. By Lemma 3.31, there exists
an element α ∈ OK \ {0} such that |σi(α)| < |yi|ci for i = 1, . . . , n, i.e.
j(α) ∈ y ·X. (10)
This means that |NK/Q(α)| < C. Therefore, there exists an index j ∈ {1, . . . , N} such that
(α) = (αj). This implies that
αj = εα (11)
for some ε ∈ O×K . By (10), there exists x ∈ X with j(α) = y · x. Applying (11) yields
y = j(α−1) · x = j(εα−1j ) · x = j(ε) · j(α−1j ) · x ∈ j(ε) · T,
which completes the proof of this lemma.
With these results, we can now nish the proof of Dirichlet's Unit Theorem:
In Remark 3.20, we have already seen that Λ ⊂ H is a lattice. Assume that Λ is not a
complete lattice, i.e. Λ ⊂ H ′ for a proper subspace H ′ ( H. Let






as in Lemma 3.32. Since T is bounded, the image of T under the logarithmic map l is a
bounded subset of H. We have seen that the the map l|S : S → H is surjective. Then, (9)
implies that
H = l(S) =
(⋃
γ∈Λ




Let v ∈ (H ′)⊥ be a vector in H which is orthogonal to H ′ with ‖v‖ > ‖w‖ for all w ∈ l(T ).
This implies that
‖v + γ‖ ≥ ‖v‖ > ‖w‖
for all γ ∈ Λ and w ∈ l(T ), since v ⊥ γ by assumption. Therefore, v+γ 6∈ l(T ) for all γ ∈ Λ,
which is a contradiction to (12). Therefore, Λ ⊂ H is a complete lattice, which completes
the proof of Dirichlet's Unit Theorem.
Remark 3.33
We note that the fundamental system of units (ε1, . . . , εt) in the statement of Dirichlet's Unit
Theorem is not unique. For example, we can replace each εi by ±εi or ±ε−1i and still get a
system of fundamental units.
If t = 1, i.e. if we only have one fundamental unit, we can replace it by one of these four
choices to get ε1 > 1.
Example 3.34
Let D > 0 be a squarefree integer with D ≡ 2, 3 mod 4 and let K := Q[
√
D] denote the
corresponding real quadratic number eld. In Example 2.17, we have seen thatOK = Z[
√
D].
For each α = x + y
√
D ∈ OK , NK/Q(α) = x2 − Dy2. This means that the units in OK
correspond to the solutions of
x2 −Dy2 = ±1 for x, y ∈ Z (13)
Equation (13) is called Pell's equation. By Dirichlet's Unit Theorem, there exists an element
ε1 ∈ O×K such that every other unit ε ∈ O
×
K can be uniquely written as ε = ±εki for some
k ∈ Z. This fundamental unit is of the form ε1 = x1 + y1
√
D, where (x1, y1) is a solution to
Pell's equation.
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4 Examples for cubic number elds
In this Chapter, we will look at the special case of cubic number elds K, i.e. number elds
of degree 3.
We look at the relation between the discriminant of K and the unit group OK . By denition,
we have that the discriminant of K is given by the discriminant of the lattice OK . We can
use SageMath to nd the discriminant of a given cubic number eld (for the code, see the
Appendix).
Example 4.1
Let f1 = x
3 − 2, f2 = x3 − 3, f3 = x3 − 5 ∈ Q[x]. Each fi has exactly one real root αi. Let
Ki = Q(αi) be the smallest eld extension of Q containing αi, for i = 1, 2, 3.




Also, we see that each of these number elds is of type (1, 1). By Dirchlet's Unit Theorem,
the fundamental system of units consists of one element in each case. In Remark 3.33, we
have seen that we can choose this fundamental unit to be bigger than 1.









We look at another set of polynomials fi, for i = 4, 5, 6, 7, dened by:
f4 = x
3 − 6x2 + 11x− 5
f5 = x
3 − 6x2 + 11x− 4
f6 = x
3 − 6x2 + 11x− 3
f7 = x
3 − 6x2 + 11x− 2
As in the Example before, each fi has exactly one real root αi. Again, we let Ki = Q(αi).










We still note a general trend that the values of the fundamental units seem to increase with
large discriminants. However, this example tells us that the absolute value of the εi is not a
strictly increasing function of |d(Ki)|, since |d(K7)| > |d(K5)|, but ε7 < ε5.
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Example 4.3
Let f8 = x
3 + x2 − 1. f8 has a unique real root α8. Let K8 = Q(α8).
Using Code 8 from the Appendix, we see that d(K8) = −23 and that the fundamental unit
of K8 is ε8 ≈ 1.32472.
Let f4 = x
3 − 6x2 + 11x − 5 as in Example 4.2. We have seen that d(K4) = −23 and
ε4 ≈ 1.32472.
So we have two dierent cubic eld extensions with the same discriminant. Here, the fun-
damental units of these elds are equal, too. This indicates that the trend we noticed in the
previous two examples might be true.
Remark 4.4
Using the observations from the previous three examples, we suggest that there is a relation
between the absolute value of the discriminant of a cubic number eld Ki of type (1, 1) and
the fundamental unit εi. Based on these examples, we try to nd a lower bound for εi using
|d(Ki)|.
Our rst approach is to look at the fraction qi :=
εi



































We note that each quotient qi is less than 1. In Example 3.34, we have see that the funda-
mental unit in the quadratic case can be expressed in terms of
√
d. For that reason, it is a
natural choice to compare the fundamental unit in the cubic case to 3
√
d. So to get a better
lower bound, we try to use 3
√
|d(Ki)| instead of |d(Ki)|. i.e. we dene pi := εi3√|d(Ki)| and

















































We see that these fractions are closer to 1 now, but we also notice that we have some
p′is, e.g. p4 and p8 that still seem to be too small. We also note that these two correspond
to elds with a small discriminant |d(Ki)| = 23, so we suggest that the inequality we are
looking for does not holds for elds with a small discriminant.





|d(Ki)| − 27 ≥ 1
We get a system of 6 inequalities, using the values we found in the previous three examples,
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for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7}. Solving these inequalities yields:
3.84732 > a · 4.32675 ≥ 1⇒ a ∈ [0.23112, 0.88919) =:I1
12.48692 > a · 6 ≥ 1 ⇒ a ∈ [0.16667, 2.08115) =:I2
122.94567 > a · 8.65350 ≥ 1⇒ a ∈ [0.11556, 14.20763)=:I3
4.83598 > a · 4.25432 ≥ 1⇒ a ∈ [0.23506, 1.13672) =:I5
8.13798 > a · 5.96273 ≥ 1⇒ a ∈ [0.16771, 1.36481) =:I6











Ij = [0.23506, 0.81496) .
Using the observations from the previous three examples and from Remark 4.4, we get the
following conjecture:
Conjecture 4.5
There exist constants 0 < a < 1 and b > 27 such that for every cubic number eld Ki of




|d(Ki)| − 27 ≥ 1
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Next, we try to use a similar method to nd out if there is evidence for an upper bound
of the fundamental unit εi > 1 depending on the absolute value of the discriminant |d(Ki)|
for cubic number elds of type (1, 1).
Example 4.6
We start by looking at examples of number elds with increasingly large |d(Ki)|. We look
at the following polynomials:
f9 = x
3 − 3x− 5
f10 = x
3 + 15x+ 7
f11 = x
3 + 23x+ 7
f12 = x
3 + 37x+ 7
Each fi has a uniqe real root αi. As before, we look at the number elds Ki = Q(αi),











We try to nd an upper bound for εi by using the inequality
c · 3
√
|d(Ki)| − 27 > εi
For the elds K9, K10, K11, K12 from this example, we solve these inequalities and get
c · 8.14325 > 11.75196 ⇒ c > 1.44315
c · 11.47760 > 57.21006 ⇒ c > 4.87118
c · 36.83147 > 768.06380 ⇒ c > 20.85347
c · 61.34978 > 43993408.0⇒ c > 717091.5364
We note that with increasing |d(Ki)|, the quotient εi3√|d(Ki)| is increasing too.
For that reason, we suggest that there is no constant c such that
c · 3
√
|d(Ki)| − 27 > εi
for every cubic number eld Ki of type (1, 1) with fundamental unit εi > 1.
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e(2*a^2 - 4*a + 1)




Unit group with structure C2 x Z of Number Field in a with defining polynomial x^3
- 5


















Unit group with structure C2 x Z of Number Field in a with defining polynomial x^3














e(a^2 - 3*a + 1)




Unit group with structure C2 x Z of Number Field in a with defining polynomial x^3
- 6*x^2 + 11*x - 4













e(a^2 - 3*a + 1)




Unit group with structure C2 x Z of Number Field in a with defining polynomial x^3
- 6*x^2 + 11*x - 3


















Unit group with structure C2 x Z of Number Field in a with defining polynomial x^3


















Unit group with structure C2 x Z of Number Field in a with defining polynomial x^3



















Unit group with structure C2 x Z of Number Field in a with defining polynomial x^3
- 3*x - 5
[-1, a^2 - a - 3]














e((1/3*a^2 - 4/3*a - 2/3))




Unit group with structure C2 x Z of Number Field in a with defining polynomial x^3
+ 15*x + 7
[-1, 1/3*a^2 - 4/3*a - 2/3]














e(a^2 - 3*a - 1)




Unit group with structure C2 x Z of Number Field in a with defining polynomial x^3
+ 23*x + 7
[-1, a^2 - 3*a - 1]














e(43*a^2 + 1061*a + 199)




Unit group with structure C2 x Z of Number Field in a with defining polynomial x^3
+ 37*x + 7
[-1, 43*a^2 + 1061*a + 199]
[43*a^2 + 1061*a + 199]
-0.189006703044760
2.27306600208976e-8
4.39934080000588e7
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